
                                     101’s:  KORAN QUESTIONS FOR MOORISH AMERICANS 

                                                  Exercising  The  5  Senses  Key’s   46-51 

 46. What did Jesus say that would make you Free? TRUTH 

47. What is Truth? TRUTH is Aught 

48. What is Aught? Aught is ALLAH 

49. Can Truth change? Truth cannot change, or pass away. 

50. What other name do we give to Truth? HOLY  BREATH. 

51. What have you to say about HOLY BREATH? All we can say it is  Great . It is good. It was, it 
is, and evermore to be. AMEN. 

TRUTH   is the symbol of (LIGHT) and the LIGHT is a Contemplation of  Intellectual  TRUTH .  
LIGHT is related to KNOWLEDGE and GOODNESS.  The Union of the whole  Soul  with God-
ALLAH  because ALLAH is All that is Good and the  TRUTH. For  TRUTH  is  synonymous with 
LIGHT. 

Here is a quote from  “ The Book Of Splendor”  :  All the Heavenly Lights ( Truth)  are 
Illumined from ( One) and depend on ( One)  and all the lights there Form only One Light 
( Truth)  and desire never to be separated , and he who does separate them in his /her  is as 
though he separated himself from Life Eternal . 

 [    And the Mighty   Buddha  Quoted  : “Three things cannot be Hidden, The sun, The Moon , 
and The (Truth)” . ] 

[The Mighty Confucius   also quoted “ The object of the Superior Man is ( Truth) ] 

     Their purpose ( Pale  skin nations of Europe)  was to keep us away from the TRUTH and 
away from the LIGHT.   But it is very Good   that we are here in this   Mystery   School  ( My-
Story , Our-Story)  . For the Prophet Noble Drew Ali’s Lessons were set to arise us out of the 
Darkness of Ignorance and to the TRUTH   of   Ourselves , Nationality , Birthrights  and who 
Our God is.  They  set it a  way by design  that we may remain in a dead state , inhumane  a 
zombie if you will. Here is a quote  from a speech of Henry Berry of Jefferson in the House of 
Delegates of Virginia on the Abolition of Slavery  , Wednesday Jan . 11 1832:   “ Pass as severe 
laws as you will to keep these unfortunate creatures in ignorance , it is in vain, unless you can 



extinguish that (Spark)  of intellect which God has given them. Sir we have , as far as possible 
closed every avenue by which  LIGHT ( TRUTH)  might enter their minds. We have only to go 
one step further---- to Extinguish the capacity to see the LIGHT and our work would be 
completed . They then will be reduced to the Level of the Beasts of the Field  and we should 
be safe.”  

   The Prophet Noble  Drew Ali hinted in many ways and Warned us of That  LIGHT “ in many of 
his writings for example in “ The Warning of 1928” and I quote  : “So I the Prophet is herby 
calling aloud with a ( Divine ) Plea to all True American Citizens to help me remove this great 
Sin which has been committed  and is being practiced by my people in the United States of 
America, because they know it is not the True and Divine way and without understanding . 
They have Fallen from the True (LIGHT) into utter Darkness of Sin. “ 

    And in the last sentence the Prophet quotes” And I am hereby calling on all True American 
Citizens for Moral Support and Finance to help me on my Great Missionary work to bring my 
people out of Darkness  into Marvelous  (LIGHT) “  

    So we see the Hon. Prophet Noble Drew Ali came and hinted and provided us with the tools 
to awaken us out of this dead state of Mind in which we were never to arise and awaken 
from, we were never to find out who we truly are. We see also in The Circle 7 the Book of The 
Seven Seals Chapter 2 “ The Education of Mary and Elizabeth in Zoan, Egypt  versus 13-19. 
Once we received these Truths, these (LIGHTS)  we have become revealers  of the (LIGHT) . 
We become the manifestations of  that Divine and National (TRUTH) . So I humbly give Honor 
to all Our Elders and Officials who have been holding on to these  (TRUTHS)  and helping to 
bring an understanding and Clarity to what our Hon. Hebrew Prophet Noble Drew Ali  The 
Green One was trying to open our eyes to see .    

Islam and Peace,     

Brother Cook-Bey4 


